SAP Performance Optimization Guide
With this standard work on SAP performance, you’ll be prepared for any and all day-to-day problems. Detailed, real-life examples describe the performance analysis of SAP systems and the implementation of effective tuning measures. Whether the issue is with hardware, ABAP/Java programs, database access, SAP NetWeaver BW, or SAP Solution Manager: You’ll learn about potential performance bottlenecks, along with corresponding instructions and valuable tips provided directly from support professionals at SAP. 1. Analysis and Optimization of the ABAP Server Discover everything you need to know about the analysis and optimization of SAP Basis. From memory configuration and buffering, to work processes and workload analysis, to locks—all critical areas are addressed. 2. Java Performance Learn about the work processes of JVM, workload analysis, the SAP J2EE Engine, buffering, and Web Dynpro Java. With this book, there are no more excuses for slow J2EE applications. 3. Databases and SQL Processing Benefit from completely revised and updated chapters on DBA Cockpit management, as well as valuable information on Oracle, SAP MaxDB, DB2, Informix, and the SQL Server. A separate chapter focuses on the optimization of SQL queries. 4. SAP GUI, Web Dynpro, and the Internet Improve all aspects of your front-end performance, such as those related to the SAP GUI, Web Dynpro, and the Internet. 5. New Topics Explore new chapters on optimizing SAP NetWeaver BW, TREX, and BW Accelerator. Highlights: Hardware, database, SAP Basis, and JVM Workload analysis Memory configuration and buffering SQL statements and locks Performance of ABAP and Java programs Hardware sizing and system distribution Workload distribution and interfaces SAP GUI, Web Dynpro, and the Internet SAP NetWeaver BW, TREX, and BW Accelerator
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Customer Reviews

Este libro es perfecto para todas las actividades que desarrollamos como ingenieros en la compañía. A- a en donde trabajo, gracias por todo.

See my review of the 3rd edition of the SAP Performance and Optimization Guide. Not a whole lot has changed; most of the typos I found before are fixed, but not all. The chapter headings on each page on earlier editions are still lacking -- maybe this will be fixed in the next version.
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